PROGRAM
shapingedu.asu.edu/wintergames

WED/JAN 6

9 A.M. Keynote
The Future of Sports and Entertainment
Cross-Countries Smart Skiing

10:30 A.M. Break

10:45 A.M. Breakouts
Pedagogical Athletes: Faculty of the Future, A Rapid Ideation Session
Freestyling Over The Horizon

Learn at Your Own Risk
Bobsleighing Tech Fears

Smart Cities - Highlighting Local Stories from Cities/Towns in Maricopa County
Cross-Countries Smart Skiing

A New Horizon for Education in a Digital-First World: Freestyle with Slack!
Bobsleighing Tech Fears

Riding the Chair Lift: A Bird’s Eye View to Navigate the Digital Divide
Freestyling Over The Horizon

11:30 A.M. The Smart City Lab as a Catalyst of Urban Innovation
Bonus Smart Region Session

11:45 A.M. Breakouts
The Rise of the Collaboratory
Check Yourself: Technology & Keeping the Campus Healthy During a Pandemic

12:30 P.M. Future of Mobility: Global Perspectives
"Creatively Yours” Project/Action Fast Track

1 P.M. Break

4 P.M. The Heart of Inclusion
Freestyling Over The Horizon

5 P.M. Social activity
Winter Games Musical Artists Challenge

*All times are in Mountain Standard Time / Arizona Time (GMT-7)